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Abstract
We study the O(N) linear sigma model with spontaneous symmetry breaking, using
a Hartree-like ansatz with a classical field and variational masses. We go beyond the
one-loop Hartree approximation by including the two-loop contribution, the sunset
diagram, using the 2PPI expansion. We have computed numerically the effective
potential at finite temperature. We find a phase transition of second order, while it is
first order in the one-loop Hartree approximation. We also discuss some implications





The O(N) linear sigma model has a long-standing history, in particular as a basic model
for a quantum eld theory with spontaneous symmetry breaking [1, 2, 3, 4]. Early in-
vestigations beyond the classical level have been based on including one-loop quantum
and thermal corrections. These studies have been centered around the discussion of the
one-loop eective potential Veff() where  is the mean value of the quantum eld ,
in a sense being dened more precisely by the eective action formalism, summing up
one-particle irreducible (1PI) graphs. A next class of approximations include bubble re-
summations, as motivated be the large-N limit. In the model with spontaneous symmetry
breaking one nds a second order phase transition such that the symmetry is restored at
high temperature.
Another approximation, going somewhat beyond large-N , is the Hartree approximation;
it again includes one-loop corrections only, but N is taken to be nite. It has been studied at
nite temperature by various authors [5, 6, 7, 8, 9], the model with spontaneous symmetry
breaking is found to have a phase transition of rst order towards the symmetric phase
at high temperature. In contrast to the large N case the mass of the pion quantum
fluctuations does not vanish in the broken phase. This has been discussed as a \violation
of the Nambu-Goldstone theorem"; the presently accepted point of view is that the \sigma
and pion masses" in the Hartree scheme are just variational parameters, and not the
real pion and sigma masses, which are to be computed from the eective potential at its
minimum.
If one wants to go beyond the large-N and Hartree approximations there is a variety
of choices: One may change the resummation scheme by going to the 2PI formalism of
Cornwall, Jackiw and Tomboulis (CJT) [10], one may include higher loop corrections and
one may include higher orders in 1=N , all of these modications leading to technically
quite involved analytical and numerical calculations [11]. In general one has to solve
Schwinger-Dyson equations for the Green functions which in the present case would even
form a coupled system. A technically less demanding approach is the 2PPI resummation
introduced by Verschelde [12]. Here, instead of treating the Green functions as variational
parameters one just introduces variational masses, like in the Hartree approximation. This
implies that the resummation is only over local insertions, the 2-particle \point reducible"
graphs, i.e., graphs that fall apart if one cuts two lines meeting at the same point (the
2PPR point). This approach is identical to the Hartree approximation if only one-loop
2PPI graphs are included; this has been studied in Ref. [9]. The two-loop extension consist
in including the sunset diagram. For the case N = 1 Smet et al. [13] have evaluated the
eective potential; they found that instead of a rst order phase transition on obtains a
second order one. Here we extend this investigation to the case of general N .
The O(N) linear sigma model with spontaneous symmetry breaking has been studied
in nonequilibrium quantum eld theory as well, mostly in the large-N limit, at zero tem-
perature [14, 15, 16, 18, 19] and at nite temperature [17]. Here the mean eld  =<  >
becomes time dependent. As far as symmetry restoration is concerned striking similarities
with nite temperature quantum eld theory are observed. If the system is supplied with
a high initial energy density, by choosing (t = 0) far from the minimum of the classical
potential, the system displays at late times symmetry restoration in the sense that the eld
settles at  = 0 or oscillates around this value, while at lower energy densities the system
ends up in a broken symmetry phase where the time average of (t) remains dierent from
1
zero, and where the pion mass, the time-dependent mass of the quantum fluctuations, goes
to zero. This feature persist if one uses the Hartree instead of the large-N approximation
[20].
However, in the large-N or Hartree approximations the system does not approach ther-
mal equilibrium. This problem has been addressed in a general way in Ref. [21]. Numerous
authors [22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29] have tried recently to nd useful approximations
beyond the leading orders. Up to now numerical simulations are mostly limited to 1 + 1
dimensional models. Most of the new approximations show large deviations from the large-
N approximation, and they indicate thermalization. The proper case of an O(N) model
with spontaneous symmetry breaking has not been investigated up to now. Indeed higher
corrections have not even been included in equilibrium calculations for such models. If one
tries to appreciate the quality of various approximations such equilibrium computations
should be able to yield useful additional insights. It is one of the purposes of this work to
initiate such investigations.
The plan of the paper is as follows: in section 2 we present the general formulation
of the model and of the 2PPI formalism. In section 3 we explicitly formulate a potential
U(m2σ; m
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pi leads to the gap equations. The technical
details of the relevant Feynman graphs are presented in the appendices. In section 4 we
discuss our numerical results, we end with some conclusions in section 5.
2 Basic equations










where i is a vector with N components. We intend to compute the eective potential of
this model at nite temperature. This model has been studied at large N and in the Hartree
approximation, which both represent bubble resummations. One of the possibilities to go
beyond these approximations, and in particular to include higer loop corrections is the use
of the 2PI or CJT formalism; this is technically involved, even in equilibrium, as one has
to solve Schwinger-Dyson equations for the Green functions, in the present case indeeed a
coupled system of integral equations.
Another possibility of going beyond the leading order approximations has been proposed
by Verschelde [12], the so-called 2PPI formalism. Here the resummation encompasses all
2-particle point reducible graphs, graphs that fall apart if two lines meeting at one point,
the 2PPR point. These graphs are deleted in the 1PI eective action, which thereby is
replaced by the 2PPI eective action. They are taken into account by a mass insertion
like in the Hartree approximation { to which the 2PPI expansion reduces in the one-loop
approximation. The problem occuring in the Hartree approximation, namely the lack a
consistent renormalization, has been solved in a systematic way. The inconsistencies are
avoided by recognizing that in the resummation the counter terms have to be divided into
2PPI and 2PPR parts. The 2 particle point reducible parts renormalize the gap equation,
the 2PPI parts renormalize the 2PPI eective action. This procedure has been discussed
in technical detail in [12, 9] and been applied to a rst two-loop calculation for the N = 1
model [13], including the sunset diagram as the only 2-loop 2PPI term, the only other new
terms being one-loop graphs computed with the one-loop counter term Lagrangian.
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We will not go into details here. For the O(N) case we use the explicit formulae of [12].
The classical eld is denoted by i, the bubble resummation is dened by introducing local
insertions ij =< ij >c which collect all 2PPR graphs. The resummation is dened
by including these insertions as well as the seagull insertions, it is obtained by introducing
into the propagators the eective mass 3
mij = −v2ij + 2 [(ij + ij) +  (kk + kk)] : (2.2)
A combinatorial argument shows that the 1PI eective potential can be written as
Γ1PI = Sclass + Γ
2PPI − 
4
(iijj + 2ijij) : (2.3)
Here the eective 2PPI action includes all 2PPI graphs as dened above, with the mass
terms replaced by the variational masses mij, and it is computed using the 2PPI parts
of the counterterms. The last term is introduced in order to avoid double counting. The







which denes a selfconsistency condition or gap equation.



















so that the equations for the eective masses separate as
m2σ = 
[





2 − v2 + σ + (N + 1)pi
]
; (2.7)












(N − 1)pi ; (2.8)
and the eective potential takes the form
V 1PI(m2; ) =

4





2 − 1)2pi + 2(N − 1)σpi
)
: (2.9)
As has been shown in Refs. [9, 12] these equations can be properly renormalized and
the renormalized equations have the same form. We do not discuss this here. For the
numerical calculation we have used the renormalized versions of these equations; we have
not put renormalization conditions but used an MS prescription. The renormalization
scale  refers to this prescription.
3Our convention for the coupling λ differs from the one in Ref.[12] by a factor 2.
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3 Computation of the effective potential
The basic realtions given in the previous section can be used to compute the eective
potential. We would have to solve the coupled system of gap equations and to insert the
result into the 1PI eective action. This would imply that we would not only have to
evaluate the sunset graphs, but also their derivatives with respect to m2σ and m
2
pi. Here we
prefer to work with an eective potential that leads to the gap equations by nding the
extremum (maximum) with respect to variations of m2σ and m
2
pi. Instead of solving the gap
equations whose algebraic and analytic form is already quite involved, we then can simply
use numerical algorithms for extremizing a function of two variables. To this end we solve
Eqs. (2.7) with respect to σ and pi and insert these expressions into (2.9). It can easily
be veried, that Eqs. (2.7) and (2.8) then follow by extremizing this new potential which
in the following we denote by U = U(m2σ; m
2
pi; ). The eective potential as a function of






where mσ and mpi are the values which extremize (maximize) U . This procedure, as
introduced by Nemoto et al. [7] in the Hartree approximation, generalizes to the case
where higher order contributions are included into Γ2PPI . Here we include the two-loop
contribution, the sunset diagram, as has been done previously for the N = 1 model by
Smet et al. [13].
With these preliminaries we can now give our explicit equations: We decompose po-
tential U(m2σ; m
2
pi; ) into three parts:
U = Uclass + U1−loop + Usunset : (3.11)

















(N + 1)m4σ + 3(N − 1)m4pi − 2(N − 1)m2σm2pi + 2N2v4
]
;
one easily checks that it takes its maximum if m2σ = (3
2−v2) and m2pi = (2−v2). The






















ln [1− exp(−Epi(k)=T )] :








with the T = 0 contribution U0sunset, the diagrams with one thermal line U
1
sunset and the
diagrams with two thermal lines U2sunset. The T = 0 part is given by
U0sunset = −22 [3Iσσσ + (N − 1)Iσpipi] ; (3.15)
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The symbols for the thermal lines are underlined. Similarly the diagrams with two thermal
lines, see Fig. 1c contribute
U2sunset = −22
[











ijj,k with zero, one and two
thermal lines, respectively, as well as their analytic form are presented in the Appendices.
































(c) The sunset diagrams with two thermal lines
Figure 1: Contributions to the sunset diagram at finite temperature
4 Results
As we have stated previously we do not solve the two coupled gap equations but instead
we maximize the potential U(m2σ; m
2
pi; ). We present our numerical results for the case
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N = 4 with  = 1 4. The mass scale is xed by taking v = 1, and we choose the MS
renormalization scale  = 1. In Fig. 2 we display the value of  at the minimum of the
eective potential, the thermal expectation value which we denote by v(T ). We see a phase
transition towards the symmetric phase v(T ) = 0 for T > T0 with T0 ’ 1:7.









Figure 2: The expectation value v(T ) of  for  = 1,  = v = 1.
The behavior of the eective potential as a function of  near the phase transition is
displayed in Fig. 3, which clearly indicates that the phase transition is of second order.
The behavior, for the same parameters but without the sunset diagram, is displayed in
Fig. 4, the two minima characteristic of a rst order phase transition are well visible. It
is well known that a phase transition of rst order is found in the Hartree approximation.
As apparent from the scale on the y axes and from the tiny temperature range, Figs. 3
and 4 represent \microscopic" pictures of the two phase transitions.
The temperature dependence of the sigma mass Mσ as dened by the curvature of the
eective potential at its minimum is shown in Fig.5. As to be expected it goes to zero at
the phase transition temperature, the zero is approached linearly if one plots M2σ .
In Fig. 6 we display the temperature dependence of the variational masses mσ and
mpi at the minimum of the eective potential,  = v(T ). The variational sigma mass mσ
behaves similarly as the sigma mass Mσ obtained from the eective potential. The mass
mpi becomes identical to the mass mσ above the phase transition, but does not vanish below
the phase transition. It was found already in the one-loop analysis that, as a \violation
of the Nambu-Goldstone theorem", the selfconsistent pion masses do not vanish when
the symmetry is broken. It has been argued that these selfconsistent masses are not the
physical pion masses; indeed they are not: they are variational parameters and the eective
4This corresponds to λ = 2 in the normalization of Ref. [9] and to λ = 6 when compared to the N = 1










eff ( φ )
Figure 3
Figure 3: The behavior of Veff() near the critical temperature; the curves are for T =
1:62; 1:66; 1:69; 1:7 and 1:72; parameter set as in Fig. 2
potential Veff () has of course N − 1 flat directions at its minimum. But the hope { or
expectation { that the discrepancy between the pion mass as computed form the eective
potential, and the pion mass as a variational parameter would disappear, turns out to be
fallacious. Indeed there is a simple physical reason for this result, as will be discussed
below the next paragraph.
As the thermal integrals require both masses to be real we have looked for the extremum





negative and the well-known instability which for N = 1 occurs in the region where the
potential has a negative curvature is avoided by fiat, the maximum simply occurs at the
boundary of the \physical region" of real pion and sigma masses. It has to be said, though,
that in this case we do not solve the gap equation which in fact becomes meaningless. In
the large-N limit such a construction leads to an eective potential that is flat in the
region  < v, and therefore convex. We do not want to enter into this discussion here,
we simply state that these regions require another approach and that we have to discard
them. Such regions occur at low temperatures only, and of course they do not include the
region around the minimum of the eective potential. At higher temperatures, but well
below the phase transition the eective potential has regions of negative curvature, but
both mσ and mpi, and therefore the eective potential are still real, as the variational mass
mσ is not the curvature of the potential. Also mpi which is imaginary below the minimum
in the large-N approximation, becomes real for all values of  at temperatures well below
the phase transition.
However, we are faced with an even more important new feature: the fact that the sigma
can decay into two pions if mσ > 2mpi. The sunset diagram with one thermal sigma line
7










Figure 4: The behavior of Veff() near the critical temperature in the Hartree approximation;
the curves are for T = 1:46; 1:47; 1:48 and 1:49; parameter set as in Fig. 2
and two pion lines acquires an imaginary part in this case. In our computations we have
simply omitted this imaginary part, but obviously we would not be able to solve the gap
equation in regions where such a decay is possible. While we did not exclude these regions
we have to consider the real part of eective potential in these regions with suspicion. In
contrast to the problem of imaginary masses and the associated instability these regions
do include the minimum of the effective potential for temperatures up to almost the phase
transition temperature. We display the (trial) masses mσ and mpi at the minimum of the
eective potential in Fig. 3. Around the phase transition itself we nd mσ < 2mpi, so that
the behavior of the eective potential in the critical region, as plotted in Fig. 3 is not
aected, but the results below T ’ 1:5 have to be taken with some caveat.
This nding has important consequences: Of course an unstable particle can coexist
with its decay products at nite temperature, but this situation requires an approach where
the transitions are taken into account; however, this is not the case in this approximation,
and indeed with the entire formalism used here. Indeed in the regions aected by this
instability our approximation becomes inconsistent, and this should be so a fortiori if one
considers the massless physical pions. As the masslessness of the Goldstone particles is
an important aspect of spontaneously broken symmetry, this problem should be studied
in detail. Of course in the applications to real pions in the linear sigma model the pions
receive a nite mass due to explicit symmetry breaking, and the sigma particle is considered
usually as being of a problematic status anyway, hinting at the limitations of the model as
an eective theory of strong interactions.
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Figure 5: The sigma mass Mσ as obtained from the effective potential as a function of tem-
perature; parameter set as for Fig.2
5 Conclusions
We have analyzed here the O(N) linear sigma model in the 2PPI formalism beyond the
leading order in which it coincides with the Hartree approximation. As in the Hartree
approximation and in the N = 1 version we nd that the eective mass of the pion
quantum fluctuations is dierent from zero in the broken symmetry phase, so that a naive
particle interpretation suggested by the large-N analysis, becomes problematic. As in the
N = 1 version of the model [13] the phase transition, which is rst order in the Hartree
approximation, becomes second order. In addition to the N = 1 case there is a new
instability associated with the possibility of the decay  ! 2. This will not be problematic
at low temperatures and for small couplings, but whenever the sunset diagrams become
important it requires reconsidering the entire framework. We nd that near the phase
transition the sigma fluctuations become stable, as they are trivially in the symmetric
phase.
Our analysis should have some bearing on nonequilibrium simulations as well. The
nonvanishing eective mass of the \Goldstone" quantum fluctuations makes it hard to
maintain a naive particle interpretation; but this is the case a fortiori for any nonequilibrium
simulations that include higher order diagrams, for approximations in which the propagator
is not an eective free particle propagator. In addition, however, it becomes obvious that
the additional instability that occurs only for N > 1 will lead to other and new aspects
of such nonequilibrium simulations, when compared to those for the large-N case. While
it is certainly important to understand thermalization, the instabilities both of the 1-loop
eective potential as those introduced by particle decay may have consequences of similar
importance, and conclusions drawn from N = 1 simulations may therefore miss essential
9









Figure 6: The variational masses mσ (diamonds) and mpi (squares) as functions of temperature;
parameter set as for Fig.2
aspects for models with spontaneous symmetry breaking.
We would nally like to remark that all the complications found in thermal equilibrium
occur in nonequilibrium studies as well, both in the preparation of the initial state as in
the analysis of the nal state, as well as in renormalization. Therefore it is mandatory that
such equilibrium studies are being pursued in parallel to the nonequilibrium ones.
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A The sunset diagram at T = 0
The sunset diagram at T = 0 has been evaluated previously by several authors [31, 32].
Here we are interested in this diagram with external momentum zero, and with at least
two internal lines of equal mass. We give here some technical details.
A.1 The  diagram
The sunset diagram for equal masses has been given in [31]. The authors use d = 4 + 
and omit the factor 1=(2)d. Alternatively one may use the expression given in [32] for
dierent masses and set all masses equal. These authors use d = 4− 2 and likewise omit









(p2 + M2)(q2 + M2)((p− q)2 + M2) (A.1)
we nd














































A.2 The  diagram
Dening the sunset integral for one  line with mass M = mσ and two pion lines with









(p2 + M2)(q2 + m2)((p− q)2 + m2) ; (A.5)
we again use the expressions given by Davydychev and Tausk [32] which we have cross-


















































where z = M2=4m2 and ’ = arccos(1− 2z).
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B The sunset diagram with one thermal line














p2 + m2k and n
β
k(p) is the Bose-Einstein distribution function
nβk(p) =
1
exp(Ek=T )− 1 : (B.10)
The second integral is the sh diagram with the external Euclidean momentum p which is
on shell, i.e., p2 = −m2k





































The  integration can be done analytically, leading to various expressions in terms of
logarithms or inverse trigonometric functions, depending on the relations among the three
masses. We note in particular that for mk > mi + mj the integral develops an imaginary
part. In the present context this happens for mk = mσ and mi = mj = mpi < mσ=2. The
thermal integral Iβij;k thereby gets an imaginary part as well, reflecting the fact that in the
heat bath the sigma particles can decay into or be produced by pions. The sunset integral
with one thermal line factorizes:
















The general expression agrees with Ref. [30], eq. (3.7), we use a dierent regularization,
however.
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C The sunset diagram with two thermal lines











(p− q)2 + m2i
: (C.1)





















2 − E2i (p q)
} {
[Ek(p)− Ej(q)]2 −E2i (p q)
]
: (C.3)
The integrand has logarithmic singularities within the region of integration which have to
be treated with care in the numerical integration over p = jpj and q = jqj.
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